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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a server named Server1 that runs Windows Server 2012
R2.
You add an additional disk to Server1 as shown in the exhibit.
(Click the Exhibit button.)
You need to ensure that users can access the additional disk
from drive C.
What should you do?

A. Convert Disk 0 to a dynamic disk and add a mirror.
B. Create a simple volume on Disk 1 and mount the volume to a
folder.
C. Convert Disk 1 to a dynamic disk and create a spanned
volume.
D. Convert Disk 0 and Disk 1 to dynamic disks and extend a
volume.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Use the new disk to create a simply volume, then mount it as a
folder on the current C: drive.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What type of organization would least benefit from distributed
capture?
A. Small business mailroom.
B. Shipping organization where each shipper scans forms.
C. Finance organization with many at-home workers.
D. Tax preparers where multiple regional offices prepare forms.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In Cisco VACS, a three-tier container connects to external
networks using which technology?
A. static routes or a routing protocol such as EIGRP
B. VXLAN gateway
C. OTV
D. static routes only
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing a FAST VP solution for a Symmetrix VMAX 40K
array. What is a required step to enable FAST VP Compression?
A. Enable FAST VP compression when associating storage groups
B. Set FAST VP compression rate
C. Enable FAST VP compression when adding thin pools to tiers
D. Set FAST VP time to "compress" parameter
Answer: D
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